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Abst rac t - -We give a proof of the existence and uniqueness of solution of Bessel's nonlinear 
differential equation using a fixed point technique. We prove that the solution and its two first 
derivatives tend to zero as x ---* oc. Numerical examples illustrate our results. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the question of existence and uniqueness of solution of Bessel's nonl inear differential 
equation with Cauchy conditions 
(1 )  y'(x)+y(x)= f(y(x)), x> O, (1.1) y"(x)+ 
y(0) = 1, y'(0) = y;, (1.2) 
where f E Cl (R ,R) ,  f(0) = 0. 
We give a proof of the existence and uniqueness of solution of Bessel's nonl inear problem using 
a fixed point technique. In the case f(y) = y2 we also prove that  the solution is global on R + 
and tends to zero as x --~ oc. 
The boundary value problems 
y(0) = 1, y(oc) = 0, 
and 
x>O,  
y"(z)+(~)u'-u=y ~, x>0,  
y(0) = y0, u (~)  = 0 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
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have attracted some attention, as they are related to problems in theoretical physics. These 
problems have been discussed by Synge [1], Nehari [2] and Onumanyi, Ortiz and Samara [3]. The 
last authors produced accurate approximations using Ortiz's recursive formulation of the tau 
method [4]. In [5] Pham discussed problem (1.1),(1.2) for the case f(y) = y2, on a finite interval. 
This author considered a sequence of approximations {un(x)}, each of which is the exact solution 
of a linearized form of the original equation. This last approach allows also for the use of the 
recursive formulation of the tau method. 
In the last section, we illustrate our results with a numerical example of Cauchy's problem (1.1), 
(1.2) on an very large interval: [0,106]; we use for it a predictor-corrector f mula. Our results 
show that y(x), y'(x), y'(x) tend rapidly to zero as x --~ oz. 
2. GLOBAL SOLUTION 
Let us consider the Bessel's nonlinear differential equation with Cauchy conditions 
y ' (x )+(1)y '+y=f (y ) ,  x>0,  (2.1) 
y(0) = 1, y'(0) = y~ (finite), 
where f satisfies the following conditions: 
f • CI(R,R) ,  f(0) = 0. 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
We have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Assuming (2.3), there exists a unique bounded solution y(x): 
y(x) e c3(]o, n c'([o, 
of Bessel's nonlinear problem (2.1), (2.2). 
PROOF. Let 
and let us consider the following problem: 
L(u) = f(u + Jo), (2.4) 
u(0) = 0, lim xu'(x) = 0, (2.5) 
x-*0+ 
where Jo(x) is the Bessel function of the first order. 
Taking into account hat (xu')' = x[f(u + Jo) - u] and integrating twice, problem (2.4),(2.5) 
can be reformulated as 
Let 
u(x) = ~oX (1 )  {~oS[f (Jo + u) - u] dt} ds. (2.6) 
Kpl = { u E C[O, al],U(O) = 0 [[lu + J0H = O<x<alSup [u(x)+ Jo(X)l < pl }.  (2.7) 
In (2.7), al and Pl are positive numbers which we shall make precise later. Kpl is a closed set 
of C[0, al]. 
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For u E Kpl we define the nonlinear operator T: 
: /o  x 
where a( t ,  u) = f ( Jo  + u) - u. 
Let 
N I= 0<$<a'SUp {(-~u) G(t,u) I1~+ Joll<~pl}, 
1 
M1 = sup I&(z) l ,  pl = M1 Jr- 2' 
0<x<a' 
where a' is any finite number. 
EXISTENCE. We prove the existence of solution in three steps. 
(i) For any xl, x2 in [0, all we have 
j[ff2 dt } ds. Tu(xl ) -Tu(x2)= ~1 (~)  {fo stG(t'u) 
From the assumption (2.3) it follows that 
a( t ,u )=(~+&)  ~ ( t ,~)+&,  
with 
We have 
]~1 : - - Jo  -F 0(?2 -'F J0), 0 <: 0 < 1. 
lift1 + Goll ~ llu + Goll ~ pl 
which, by (2.9), (2.10) and (2.12), implies 
ilG(t,?2)ll _< piN1 +M1.  
From (2.11) and (2.13) it follows that 
[TU(Xl) - Tu(x2)I < (pxN1 _L ~1) [Z12 -- x2[ 
-- 4 
and hence Tu e C[0, al]. 
(ii) Let us now fix al for I]J0 + ull < Pl. 
From (2.8), (2.10) and (2.13) we have, for any x c [0, al] 
]J0(x) + u(x)[ < t (pIN 1 + M1) dt ds + M1, 
which implies that 
2 
IJ0(x) + u(x)l _< M1 + (p1N1 + M1)-~. 
If we choose al > 0 such that 
2 
al 2 < (MI(1 + N1) + N1/2)' 
then, from (2.15), we get 
IJ0(x) + ?2(x)l ~ pl, for each x E [0, al]. 
Clearly Tu(O) = 0; therefore, we have proved that Tu ~ Kpl. 
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(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.1o) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
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but 
and 
(iii) We now show that T is a contraction operator. 
From (2.8) we have 
(Tu-Tv)(x)= fox (1){ffoSt[G(t,u)-G(t,v)] dt} ds, 
OG [t, v + O(u - v)],  0 < 0 < 1, G(t ,  ~) - G( t ,  v)  = (~ - ~) -~u 
IIv + o(u - v) + .roll _< (1 - O)llv + Joll + o11~ + Joll _< ,01; 
hence 
IIG(t,u) - G(t,v)ll <_ gl l lu  - vii. 
Prom (2.18) and (2.19) we deduce that 
-v i i  IITu - Tvll <_ Nla~ I1~ 
Nza~ < 1 
<1;  
4 - (1 + 2M] + 2M1/N1) 
Condit ion (2.16) gives 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
therefore, the operator T : Kpl --~ Kpl is a contraction and then a unique function u exists such 
that  Tu = u; i.e., 
As in (i), it can be shown that the equality Tu(x) = u(x), x c [0, all, implies that  
< ( (plN1; M1) ) a21. (2.22) 
1 
sup lu(x)[ < (2.23) 
0<x<al  -- 2" 
Now (2.22) and (2.16) imply that  
I1~11 = 
In (2.23) I[ull is bounded by a constant independent of al and a', and therefore the unique 
solution u(x) of the problem (2.6) is global on R+ and belongs to C3(]0, +~[) .  
Let us now consider the uniqueness of the solution. 
(iv) Un iqueness  o f  so lut ion .  
Let u, v E C3(]0, +c~[) be two bounded solutions, continuous at x = 0, and satisfying (2.21) 
and (2.23). Let 
Y = sup I / ' (t)  - 1[, (2.24) 
It[<2 
and let us choose ~ for 
For x e [0, ~] we have 
<1 
Arguing as for (iii), we get 
___ N Ilu - vii1 for each x E [0, fl], 
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where 
From (2.25) we find that 
I Iu -v l l l=  sup lu(x)-v(x)t. 
o<x<_~ 
u(x) = v(x) for each x E [0, fl]. 
Let us now choose/Y such that 
and consider two solutions u, v satisfying 
u(x)=u(/3) + ~x (1)  {~oStG(t,u)dt} ds, 
v(x)=u(13) + ~x (~) {~oStG(t,v)dt} ds, 
respectively. 
As before, we find that 
for each x E [/3, j3'], where 
Condition (2.26) gives 
I lu -  vii2 = sup lu(x) - v(x)l. 
~<<_x<_,2' 
u(x) = v(x), for each x c [/3, ~']. 
(2.26) 
v(x) = u(x) + J0(x), 
y(0) = J0(0) = 1, 
v'(0) = v~, J~(0) = 0. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
3. ASYMPTOTIC  BEHAVIOR 
Let us now set f(y) = y2, a case of some interest in applications. For this particular choice 
of f we prove the following result. 
THEOREM 2. The unique solution of Bessel's nonlinear differential equation tends to zero as 
X---+ O0. 
PROOF. Multiplying equation (2.1) by yr(x) and integrating the resulting equation over the in- 
terval [0, x], we find that 
x 
= 1 1 (y_~ (x) ' (3.1) 
(2.27) 
(2.2s) 
(2.29) 
With the same argument it can be proved that u(x) = v(x) for each x _> 0. 
The existence and uniqueness of the function u(x) implies also that the solution y(x) of initial 
problem (2.1),(2.2) exists and is unique, since 
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From Theorem 1, 
y'2(x) < C 2, for each x ___ 0, (3.2) 
foX (Yff~) d t<C 2, fo reachx>0,  (3.3) 
where C is a positive constant. 
Taking into account the asymptotic behavior of the Bessel's function Jo(x) we can find a 
number A0 such that 
1 
IlJol]Ao = sup ]Jo(x)l _< 3; (3.4) 
x> Ao 
then, it follows that 
We claim that 
1 1 5 
IlYllAo --< IlUUAo + NJolIAo < ~ + 3 -- 6" (3.5) 
fo e~ lyldt < oo. (3.6) 
From (3.2) we find that 
o yn = o 
where C is the constant defined in (3.2),(3.3). 
< 2C, (3.7) 
It follows from Abel's Lemma that the integral IfAo(Y~/t)dt I converges for each x > A0. Thus 
o 
In particular, if x > A0, 
5 
JlYllAo -< 
which implies that 
Considering (3.7)-(3.9) and the differential equation satisfied by y(x), we have that 
(1 ) /A lY ( t ) ,d t<2C+B for each x > A0, 
o 
since y(x) is continuous on [0, A0], and (3.6) follows. 
From (3.2) it follows that 
ly(x) - y(x')l < Clx - x'l, for each x, x' > 0; (3.10) 
that is, y(x) is uniformly continuous on R+. 
Let us suppose now that y(x) does not tend to zero as x --* oc. Then, there exists a number 
c~ > 0 and a sequence {xn} such that 
lyl(xn) > c~ > 0. (3.11) 
Combining (3.11) and the uniform continuity of y(x), we can find a number 5 > 0 such that 
C~ Vn, Vxe]Xn-~,Xn+~5[, ly(x)l > ~, (3.12) 
but this contradicts (3.6). | 
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PROPOSITION 1. The functions y~(x) and y"(x) ,  first and second derivative of y(x),  solution of 
Bessel's nonlinear equation, tend to zero as x --~ co. 
PROOF. From equation (1.3) and from (3.2) we deduce that y"(x)  tends to zero as x ~ oc. 
From (3.3), (3.6) and (3.9) it follows that 
/1 // (y,,)2 dt < oc, y2 dt < oo; (3.13) 
therefore, we can deduce that 
f l  °° y~ dt < (3.14) 
since we have 
flX (fO~ )1/2 (jflO0 /" 1/2 y'2 dt < 2sup[y(x) .y ' (x)[  + y2 dt . y"2 dt~ . (3.15) 
x>_l 1 
On the other hand, y'(x)  is uniformly continuous ince ly"(x)] is bounded for x > 1, as it 
follows from differential equation (1.3). Thus yt2 is also uniformly continuous, since 
ly'~(x) - y'~(x') I < 2c  ly'(~) - y' (x ') l ,  (3.16) 
where C is the constant defined in (3.2). 
Wi th  the same technique used for the proof of Theorem 2, we deduce from (3.14) and the 
uniform continuity of y'2(x) that  [y'(x)[ --* 0 as x --~ oc. | 
4 .  NUMERICAL  EXAMPLE 
If we replace the function y(x) by 
y(x) = ~.~(x) ,  ~ > 0, 
in a neighborhood of zero, the new function v(x) defines the following nonlinear problem: 
-- ~ - -v+ a V2=Fa(V ,X)  ' (4.1) 
1 
~(~) = 1, ~'(a) = - - .  (4.2) 
2a 
To solve numerically problem (4.1),(4.2) we use the following predictor-correct or scheme for 
3<i<N:  
y°(0) = 2y{_1 - y{_~ + ~ [13Fa(X{_l,y{_1) - 2Fa(X{_2,y{_3) + F~(x{_3,y~_3)], (4.3) 
- ( i , y i )+ lOFa(X{_ l ,y{_ l )+Fa(z~_2 ,  y{_2)], (4.4) y~(1) :2y~_ l  y{_~+ ~ [F. • 0 
with xi = a + ih, (i = O, 1. . . ,N ) ,  the step h being defined by h = (b - a ) /N .  
The corrector formula (4.5) is iterated as long as ly ° -~  (o-1) gi I > ¢ for a given tolerance 
parameter e. 
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The two starting values yl and Y2 are calculated using a Runge-Kutta scheme: 
y~+l = Yi + h zi + ~ (kl  -4- k2 , i = 0, 1, 
zi+l = zi + ( h ) (kl + 3k~), i=0 ,  
with the initial values Yo = v(a), zo = v'(a) and 
kl = Fa(x~, yi), 
~--~(x~(~)~,~(~)~z~(~)~ 0" 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
0o8 
0=6 
0=4 
0o2 
O° 
-0o2 
1 
lO 
J 
A.A.A A/ 
v 30w  Vo 
Figure 1. Graph of the function y(x) for a = 10 -2,  b - 105, ~ -- 10 -4,  h -- 10 -2, in the interval 
[a ,  102], 
A A /~ ;~, A A A F! A~ 
°.°°8 ! H i'~ l~H!!M JiM 
o.oo~ ]U l ' ,  ' , /~i iU l ' ,U l ;  
if/' ~/ ll//j 'l/"//" 
o.oo~ l i / t l  ,/ ~/li ',J/! llli ~ 
-o°oo2 _[ i i I t I , I I 
/ l~/ ' ,  I ~ /', I~/ i  I~/ i  !1/', I 
-o=oo6 p~|  l i I I I i~ It~ i~ t', !1 I~ r 
-0°oo~ L'~li/~/',i\l ! ,~/ i / I I  ',~ 
I~J V ' /V ' , /V~ / v ~; V ~/ ~,' 
Y IX)  
_ _  Y ' (X )  
. . . . .  Y " (x )  
Figure 2. Graphs of the functions y(x) (thin line), y'(x) (thick line), and y~'(x) (dotted line), in 
the interval [104, 106]. 
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Figure 1 displays the graph of y(x) in the interval [a, 10 2] for 
a = 10 -2, b = 105, s = 10 -4, h = 10 -2, 
and Figure 2 the graphs of y(x), y'(x) and y"(x) in the interval [104, 106]. 
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